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WALBERSWICK AT WAR: KS2 LEARNING RESOURCE PACK

The interior of a gun emplacement at an ECDB showing the gun being loaded. The Southwold battery would have
looked something like this. (Imperial War Museum)

This pack presents enquiry-led explorations of how the Second World War left its mark on
one area of coastal Suffolk through the surviving remains of civil defence works of 194041 and through a virtual recreation of Walberswick during those years based on surviving
documentary and archaeological evidence. There are three teaching and learning approaches focussing on both the real site today, the evidence for what happened here in
1940-41 and the virtual site, the interpretation of Walberwick’s civil defences in 1940-41.
The approaches and ideas are designed to be cross-curricular – incorporating elements
of history, geography, English, ICT, literacy and citizenship.
1. Invasion! provides teachers and students the opportunity to
• Consider the consequences of Britain’s declaration of war on Germany in September
1939 and how national events affected the local area
• Explore the issues, possibilities, choices and consequences the Civil Defence planners
faced in 1940
• Understand the potential threat of invasion particularly after May 1940 and as a task
force, actively plan how they would defend this section of the coast against invasion
• Consider as the enemy how they might plan an invasion of this section of the coast
from the continent
• Use historic photographs, archive material, maps and archaeological remains to investigate the Civil Defence tactics and strategies used in Walberswick in 1940
• Use the virtual site to compare students’ civil defence planning and evaluate how effective their plans would have been
2. Blocks on the Beach - Secret Walberswick offers teachers and students the
opportunity to:
• Explore the real site of Walberswick today with its coastal defence remains either on a
visit or through the eyes of Milly, a child visiting today
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• Explore the virtual site of 1940-41 Walberswick – Southwold
• Use historic photographs, archive material, maps and archaeological remains to investigate Walberswick in the past and to understand the real site today
• Use the available evidence - historic photographs, archive material, maps and archaeological remains - to understand how these have been used to create the virtual site
• Use other sources such as the internet to investigate the past and ways of presenting
the past
• Use the virtual site as a resource for developing interpretation panels, audio guides and
walking tours of Walberswick in World War 2
3. The Amazing Story of Walberswick at War takes a literary text already popular with
KS2, The Amazing Story of Adolphus Tips by Michael Morpurgo and looks at how the
past can be recreated and interpreted through a literary work and the creation of a virtual
world.
There are also additional notes, a timeline of local, national and international events and
other resources online to support these enquiries.

The National Curriculum KS2
The resource materials and teaching strategies are designed to suggest ways for KS2
teachers and students to make best use of the virtual world of Walberswick during World
War 2 as part of a Local History Study: How the locality was affected by a significant national or local event or development and/or British History: Britain since 1930 – the impact
of the Second World War in the local area. There are also opportunities for incorporating
aspects of the KS2 geography and English programmes of study and the Literacy
Framework. The Pack also identifies opportunities for learning across the curriculum particularly key skills – communication, ICT, working with others, problem solving - and promoting other aspects of the curriculum particularly thinking skills and citizenship.
References
Suffolk Memories – Stories of Walberswick and Blythburgh people during World War II compiled
by David Shirreff and Arthur Sharman, The Yard Press, Sudbury, Suffolk 1998
Further Suffolk Memories – More Stories of Walberswick and Blythburgh people during World War
II compiled by Arthur Sharman and Patricia Wythe, The Yard Press, Sudbury, Suffolk 2001
Suffolk’s Defended Shore – Coastal Fortifications from the Air by Cain Hegarty and Sarah Newsome, English Heritage, Swindon 2007
East Anglia at War 1939-1945 by Derek E. Johnson, Jarrold Publishing, Norwich 1994
The Battlefields that Nearly Were - Defended England 1940 by William Foot, Tempus Publishing
Ltd, Stroud 2006
Learning Curve – The National Archives
http://www.nationalarchives.gov.uk/education/lessons/lesson09.htm
The Learning Curve http://www.nationalarchives.gov.uk/education/war-ks2.htm,
Home Front Heroes (resources from Suffolk Record Office for local impact of WW2 for KS2)
http://www.suffolkheritagedirect.org.uk/resources/homefront/index.html
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Teachers’ Notes

Unit 1

INVASION!
“If, in 1939 or early 1940, an invading fleet had breached air and naval defences, they
would have found much of Britain’s coastline poorly protected. Coastal batteries were
located at Landguard Fort [Felixstowe] and Lowestoft but, at the outbreak of war, much
of Suffolk’s coast was defenceless.”
From Suffolk’s Defended Shore by Cain Hegarty and Sarah Newsome, English
Heritage 2007 p.53

These activities are designed to be part of a KS2 Unit of Work on the Second World
War for Years 5/6 and to build local studies and thinking skills exercises into work on
the Home Front. The main task is for the students to plan the defence of the coast of
Walberswick firstly in response to the outbreak of war and then, more urgently, the
blitzkrieg tactics of the Nazi invasion of Holland, Belgium, Denmark and France. At this
point in May 1940 the British Government and the public believed an invasion was
imminent.
The activities are based on developing Key Skills and Thinking Skills – knowing
‘how’ as well as knowing ‘what’ – embedded in the National Curriculum.

Information-processing - pupils locate and collect relevant information, sort, classify,
sequence, compare and contrast, and analyse part/whole relationships.
Reasoning - pupils give reasons for opinions and actions, draw inferences and make
deductions, use precise language to explain what they think, and make judgements
and decisions informed by reasons or evidence.
Enquiry - pupils ask relevant questions, pose and define problems, plan what to do
and how to research, predict outcomes and anticipate consequences, and test conclusions and improve ideas.
Creative thinking - pupils generate and extend ideas, suggest hypotheses, apply
imagination, and look for alternative innovative outcomes.
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Evaluation - pupils evaluate information, judge the value of what they read, hear and
do, develop criteria for judging the value of their own and others' work or ideas, and
have confidence in their judgments.
The introduction focuses on what the students already know about the war and introduces the notion of invasion, past and present. Using maps, atlases, google earth and
googlemaps, sources and resources on the website and the internet students connect
the local area and East Anglia to events in Europe and understand why, because of its
geography, East Anglia was vulnerable especially after May 1940.
The main task requires the class in groups to become part of the task force planning
the defence of the coast, in particular Walberswick, in late 1939 - early 1940. This is a
research task – possible group topics are suggested but the teacher may wish to set
their own or have the students determine the priority research areas. They can base
their research on the historic photographs, maps and sources in the learning section
of the website as well as on book and internet-based material. They are to present
their plan at a Coastal Defence Task Force Conference scheduled for May 1940 (before Blitzkrieg!) The presentations may include Powerpoint, 3D models, posters, diagrams, maps and charts etc. Teachers will best know how long to allocate for this research phase. Just as they are ready to complete their research and present their
plans, announce the Emergency occasioned by Blitzkrieg and the evacuation of Dunkirk May 1940.
Students look at the maps again and decide what this means for East Anglia. Their
task becomes urgent!
There are picture cards on the site of defence structures and resources they can use
to defend the coast:
• Emergency Defence Battery of 2 x 6” guns
• Dragon’s Teeth – underwater steel obstacles
• Barbed wire – double apron and concertina static defences
• Infantry of about 120 men with rifles and machine guns
• Pill Boxes
• Observation Posts
• Anti-personnel mines – enough for a minefield of about 400 yards
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• Anti-tank cubes
• 4 Field Artillery Guns
• Artillery Observation Posts
• Searchlights
• Trenches – communication and firing
• Bren and Lewis guns for infantry support and anti-aircraft
• 1 mobile Anti-tank gun – 6” gun mounted on the back of a lorry
• Camouflage netting
The historic photographs on the site will also help them.
Tell them that the orders are for the troops to hold the coast at all costs against invasion – there will be no falling back or retreat. This makes the success of their defence
plans all the more important.
In order for the students to better visualise the coastline they are defending, it is suggested that a roll of sugar paper be laid out in the hall, classroom or corridor or other
open space and a sketch of the coastline from Southwold (north) to Dunwich (south)
be made using thick black pen. There are two options for this stage of the activity.
In Option A students in groups then present their defence plans, positioning the picture cards on the sketch map and adding models, their own pictures and keys wherever appropriate. As each group demonstrates their plans, ask the other groups to
note down strengths and weaknesses, positives and negatives of the plan. Complete
this with a whole class discussion of these and suggested improvements and alterations. Decide finally using their defence plans, whether Walberswick would be able to
withstand an invasion.
In Option B Introducing the enemy! you could work with another class or split the class
in half and ask one half to secretly plan an invasion of the east coast from mainland
Europe using the same planning activities and tactics as the defenders.
Group B (Enemy) would need to predict how Group A would defend their coastline and
make plans accordingly. Plot their invasion on sugar paper maps as above.
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This would need to be planned in two stages:
Invasion 1 – landing and getting control of the beach and village
Invasion 2 - moving beyond to begin to attack England as a whole – where would they
go next? They would need to consider food, drink, fuel, transport.
WEATHER in 1940
TIME OF YEAR/SEASON
MOON/TIDES
TIME OF DAY/NIGHT
Bring the two groups/classes together to compare their defences and attacks. If possible invite another member of staff or parent to decide who would have been successful – the invaders or the defenders?
Finally the plenary could be in the form of a class discussion of what might have happened if Britain had been invaded in 1940 or later. The class could debate whether
Britain would have been able to withstand an invasion or not based on what they have
learnt. They can take a virtual tour of the Walberswick defences in 1940 and decide.
SELECTED REFERENCES

Websites:
The Learning Curve http://www.nationalarchives.gov.uk/education/war-ks2.htm,
Home Front Heroes (resources from Suffolk Record Office for local impact of WW2
for KS2) http://www.suffolkheritagedirect.org.uk/resources/homefront/index.html
and also pack sent to schools
History Learning Site http://www.historylearningsite.co.uk
SCRAN http://www.scran.ac.uk/
Resources on the website:
Maps and photographs
Defence Cards
Timeline 1939-1941
Minute Book, Walberswick School 1939-1941
Log Book, Walberswick School 1939-1941
War Diary 2/4th Battalion The South Lancashire Regiment May 1940
Memories of Walberswick people during World War 2
2/4 South Lancashire Regiment Home Defence Scheme East Anglia April 1940
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War Diary 558 Field Company Royal Engineers November 1940

Other:
Suffolk’s Defended Shore – Coastal Fortifications from the Air by Cain Hegarty
and Sarah Newsome, English Heritage, Swindon 2007
East Anglia at War 1939-1945 by Derek E. Johnson, Jarrold Publishing, Norwich
1994

Mobile Anti-Tank Gun. The gun at Walberswick was given a specific anti-tank role (Imperial War Museum).
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Student Activity

Unit 1

INVASION!
“If, in 1939 or early 1940, an invading fleet had breached air and naval defences, they
would have found much of Britain’s coastline poorly protected. Coastal batteries were
located at Landguard Fort [Felixstowe] and Lowestoft but, at the outbreak of war, much
of Suffolk’s coast was defenceless.”
From Suffolk’s Defended Shore by Cain Hegarty and Sarah Newsome, English
Heritage 2007 p53

Background Events 1
1 September 1939 Germany attacks and invades Poland. On 3 September 1939,
bound by treaty obligations, Britain declares war on Germany. France declares war on
Germany. The British Expeditionary Force is sent to northern France to support France
against Germany. This force includes the 1st Battalion of the Suffolk Regiment. Children
are evacuated from London from 1 September.

INTRODUCTION
• Think and discuss – What do students already know? Make a mind map of existing knowledge of WW2.
• Set up a visual timeline in classroom – this could in the form of a washing line to
which significant dates, events, people etc can be attached. Use different colours for international, national and local events.
• How did the outbreak of war in 1939 and the first months of the war affect our
local area? [Evacuation, conscription, petrol rationing, food rationing, phoney
war, Dunkirk, fear of what would happen next, etc]

Resources:
Atlases or maps of Europe
google earth and google maps
local maps of the area between Dunwich and Southwold
The Learning Curve http://www.nationalarchives.gov.uk/education/war-ks2.htm,
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Home Front Heroes (resources from Suffolk Record Office for local impact of WW2
for KS2) http://www.suffolkheritagedirect.org.uk/resources/homefront/index.html and
also pack sent to schools
Resource 1 Timeline
Sources 2 and 3 Walberswick School Log Book and Managers Book
• Think and Discuss: What is an invasion? [Think of all the invasions or attempted
invasions of Britain they know of – Roman, Danish, Norman] and others they
can find out about eg D-Day, Falklands, Kuwait, Iraq, etc
• What would it be like to be in a country which was invaded? Sights, sounds,
smells, feelings, responses.
• Focus question: Why might the government be concerned about the east coast
of England after the outbreak of war?

Use googlemaps/google earth to locate Germany and then to explore the countries
bordering on the North Sea. Zoom in until the map shows the coastline between Dunwich and Southwold. Why might the government be particularly concerned about this
coast as a possible place for an invasion?
MAIN TASK
As part of its overall strategy for the defence of Britain, the government plans a wide
programme of coastal fortifications and inland defences. You are part of a task force
which must look at the coastal areas between Dunwich and Southwold and decide
what needs to be done to prevent a possible invasion by the enemy. You have been
asked to focus on Walberswick including the river Blyth. What is the time frame you
have to work with? You won’t know exactly when an invasion might occur now war
has broken out but it could be anytime so you must work to a tight deadline.
Announce there will be a conference in May 1940 at which the task force will present
its plan for the defence of the Suffolk coast between Dunwich and Southwold concentrating on Walberswick.
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Brainstorm/Mindmap all the areas you will need to take into account.
Groups decide which areas they will concentrate on and research (eg transport, terrain, buildings, local population, weapons, etc)

POSSIBLE GROUP TOPICS
1. What are the communication technologies and transport options relevant to
Walberswick available to the British Government in 1940?
2. What sorts of buildings are needed to protect troops protecting the coast?
Where would they need to be placed?
3. What weapons are available in 1940 to protect the country and people from invasion by sea, air and on land? Where would they need to be placed?
4. How do we prevent the enemy from finding out about and locating our defences
from the air and sea in all seasons? What about spies?
5. How do we manage the local population and keep them safe? How would we
evacuate them if necessary? What about the troops we need to bring in – where
will they go?
6. How can we use the terrain (beach, marsh, farmland, high and low points of elevation) and existing buildings around Walberswick to our advantage?
7. What are the most vulnerable and at risk areas - – where do you think the enemy
would choose to invade (terrain, natural obstacles, natural features, manmade
features eg roads, bridges, railway, airfields). Don’t forget attack from the rear.
8. If an invasion does occur, how do we make it as difficult as possible for it to be
successful? What resources do you have to prevent this invasion or to make an
invasion as difficult as possible?
Use your maps and the internet (eg GoogleEarth), library and other sources on the
website. To present the results of your research you may wish to use models, posters,
photographs, Powerpoint presentations, diagrams and maps.
Just as you are ready to present your research and make recommendations …
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Background Events 2 – MAY 1940 EMERGENCY!!
May 1940 Germany attacks Norway, Denmark, the Low Countries (Belgium, Holland)
and France using a new form of warfare – Blitzkrieg or ‘Lightning War’. This means that
fast-moving tanks and armoured vehicles supported by paratroopers, artillery and aircraft attack and invade these countries at lightning speed. Germany is victorious and
the British Expeditionary Force is forced to evacuate France via Dunkirk leaving most of
its equipment behind.
Look at maps of Europe again - what does this mean for Britain and for the east coast
and Walberswick? One girl who was at school at Walberswick at this time recalls:
“We were expecting an invasion: the Germans were at the ready the other side
of the water. I sometimes watched from the top windows of our house out to
sea, half expecting to see them coming. We kept a bag packed ready … “ Further Suffolk Memories pp189-90

Now your task is urgent! The class comes together for an emergency meeting • Think like the enemy: how do you think the enemy could attempt to invade this
part of the east coast?
• Is there anywhere for planes to land in or near Walberswick?
• When do you think (eg season, month, time of day/night) that an invasion would
be most likely?
• If the enemy is successful in invading on the east coast, what will they need to do
once they have taken control of Walberswick?
• What goals or aims will they have?
• How can you make it as difficult as possible for them to achieve these goals?
What other questions do you need to ask?
The Government has sent a list and pictures of the following resources you can have
available to protect this part of the coast:
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Artillery stationed in Walberswick have also been given the following orders:
To hold the coast on the front allotted to it at all costs against seaborne
invasion. The enemy will probably attempt invasion from the sea in cooperation with airborne troops landed behind the forward defences. Tanks
will be included in his force. He will probably use gas.
Reform your groups and review your plans before the Emergency occurred. It is time
to put your plans into action!
Option A
On sheets of sugar paper laid out the length of the classroom or hall sketch the shape
of the coast with Southwold at the north end and Dunwich at the southern end. Using
map keys, the equipment list, pictorial defence cards and other resources each Research Group has developed, ask them in turn to demonstrate how they would use
these defences to protect Walberswick from invasion. Indicate positions of natural and
man made features around Walberswick using map keys (marsh, windmill, high
ground, beach, river, road, bridge, church, etc).
Once each group has presented, ask the rest of the class to study and comment on
strengths and weaknesses, negatives and positives. Decide finally using their defence
plans, whether Walberswick would be able to withstand an invasion.
Option B Introducing the enemy!
Consider working with another class or splitting the class in half and asking one half to
secretly plan an invasion of the east coast from mainland Europe using the same planning activities and tactics as the defenders.
Group B (Enemy) would need to predict how Group A would defend their coastline and
make plans accordingly. Plot their invasion on sugar paper maps as above.
This would need to be planned in two stages:
Invasion 1 – landing and getting control of the beach and village
Invasion 2 - moving beyond to begin to attack England as a whole – where would they
go next? Need to consider food, drink, fuel, transport.
WEATHER in 1940
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TIME OF YEAR/SEASON
MOON/TIDES
TIME OF DAY/NIGHT
Bring the two groups/classes together to compare their defences and attacks. If possible invite another member of staff or parent to decide who would have been successful – the invaders or the defenders?
PLENARY
Was Britain invaded during the Second World War? What would have happened if Hitler had tried to invade in 1940? Would Britain have been prepared? Go on the virtual
tour of Walberswick in 1940 and decide! Did your plan provide better defences for
Walberswick than the ones carried out in 1940?

Teachers’ Notes

Unit 2
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BLOCKS ON THE BEACH

!

Investigating the real landscape and remains of World War 2 Walberswick using
web-based resources and the virtual, Walberswick – Coastal Defences of World
War 2 and sharing the research through designing interpretative panels and
audio and walking tour guides.

INTRODUCTION
This teaching and learning resource uses the real present landscape of Walberswick
as the setting for a present day story about Milly and her investigation into the mysterious blocks on the beach. Visiting in the summer with her family, Milly is intrigued by
the large concrete blocks at the edge of the car park and sets out to discover what
they are and why they are there. The first part of the learning activities involve the use
of website tools such as http://maps.google.com/ and web-based research as Milly
tries to find out what she can about Walberswick in World War 2. Her search then
brings her to this new website which form the basis of the second part of the learning
activities.
Ideally students should visit Walberswick as part of the work but this investigation can
also be carried out without a site visit. If they can visit then they should take their own
photographs of the remains around the village for this project. Otherwise Milly’s story
contains some current photographs and there are more on the website.
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TEACHING ACTIVITIES
The Teaching Activities are intended as ideas for teachers to adapt, modify and extend
for their students. They are cross-curricular in nature, but focus mainly on the National
Curriculum in History, the Literacy Framework and ICT. Teachers may choose to follow
through all the activities, or pick and adapt those which are most suitable for their
needs. Prior knowledge of the Home Front and what it was like to be a child in World
War 2 will provide a good basis for these activities.
The activities are structured through a narrative of Milly’s investigation into Walberswick’s past.

1. Setting up the Investigation
Milly sets her own investigation questions
• Who put the blocks on Walberswick beach and why?
• Why were the other structures built and who used them?
• How did the war come to Walberswick?
• What was it like to be living here then? Were people afraid?
Teachers can ask the students to create their own questions or add their questions
to Milly’s list. Students are asked to think about other sources of information they
could use to answer the questions including asking someone in their family.
Milly considers the time span from World War 2 until now and how that is reflected
in her family. Teachers can use this as an opportunity for timeline work, compiling
students’ family and generational data into a chronology with World War 2 in order
to calculate the ages and chronology of the generations of their family and who
might have been alive and a witness to World War 2 events.

2. Don’t mention the war?
Using

links

from

google

maps

and

Walberswick

tourism

http://www.suffolkcoastal.gov.uk/tourism?gclid=CLKTxqaTl50CFaAA4wodbHmy1w
http://www.walberswick.ws/
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students can investigate Walberswick from a visitor’s point of view. As Milly discovers, on these sites they won’t find anything about World War 2! Discuss with
students why that might be the case and why the photographs omit any of the
World War 2 remains. Students consider search terms and key words to see where
to look next.

3. Seeing Walberswick at War
When Milly added WW2 to her Walberswick search term she finally found what she
was looking for - a new website!

!

Go to http://www.walberswickww2.co.uk
Students can explore the website using the Menu on the left side of the Homepage to
guide them. Teacher might like to set search questions appropriate for the level of their
students as a guide but as the content is mainly aimed at adults and university students, a simple Milly’s Guide to http://www.walberswickww2.co.uk aimed
at directing them to the most appropriate and useful content has been included.
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Students can respond to their exploration of the animations using the activity Seeing
the Past.
!

SEEING THE PAST:
Milly said that what she really liked about the animations is that she could
see things she can’t see now. Ask the students to look at each animation
and complete the following:

We/I looked at

(title)

and what we/I noticed were

What we/I really liked about the animation

Other things we/I would have liked in the animation

Questions we/I would like to ask about the animation are

Extension: Students could write a ‘voiceover’ guide to each animation
designed for children to understand what they are seeing. They could also
suggest sound effects, music and dialogue that could bring the animations
to life.

!
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Milly thought about her earlier list of questions:
• Who put the blocks on Walberswick beach and why?
• Why were the other structures built and who used them?
• How did the war come to Walberswick?
• What was it like to be living here then? Were people afraid?

4. What about the people in Walberswick?
Review Milly’s questions about the war in Walberswick and any additional questions your students posed. What answers do we have now to those questions?
What do we still need to find out? Questions about living in Walberswick and being
a child there during the war have not been answered.
Go to ‘Teaching Resources’ in the Menu and find the Resources and Sources
Folder. This contains
1. Timeline 1939-1941, and edited transcriptions of
2. Minute Book, Walberswick School 1939-1941
3. Log Book, Walberswick School 1939-1941
4. War Diary 2/4th Battalion The South Lancashire Regiment
May 1940
5. Memories of Walberswick people during World War 2
6. 2/4 South Lancashire Regiment Home Defence Scheme East Anglia April 1940
7. War Diary 558 Field Company Royal Engineers November 1940
Source 5 includes memories of three schoolgirls, Jill, ‘Tommy’ (Christine) and Beryl, all
pupils at Walberswick Primary School when the war broke out, which have been
abridged from:
Further Suffolk Memories – More Stories of Walberswick and Blythburgh people
during World War II compiled by Arthur Sharman and Patricia Wythe,The Yard Press,
Sudbury, Suffolk 2001
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Divide the class into three and give each group printed copies of either Jill’s, Tommy’s
or Beryl’s memories and ask them to highlight or underline the following:
Red or pink – feelings
Green – actions or activities
Blue – sights
Yellow – problems or difficulties
Black – sounds
Discuss the girls’ experiences of the war – were they mainly positive or negative? How
similar were their experiences?
Look at Source 2 and 3. Are there any similarities between the girls’ memories recorded in the past 10 years and the official school records of 1939-1941?
Note: Jill is also mentioned in Source 3 the Walberswick School Log Book as the girl
who kept coming to school without her gas mask. Her recorded memories do not include this.

5. Did people really think they were going to be invaded?
Tommy said,
“We were expecting an invasion: the Germans were at the ready the other side
of the water. I sometimes watched from the top windows of our house out to
sea, half expecting to see them coming. We kept a bag packed ready … “
This activity considers what an invasion might mean. Milly thought about how the war
had affected the children in Walberswick. What would it be like to look out to sea and
wonder if invaders were coming? What would she have packed in her bag?
Ask students to think about that packed bag. When people have to flee their homes
they often can only take what they can carry. Look at the Suitcase Activity from the
Queensland Museum in Australia to find out what sort of choices people have to make
about

their

possessions

if

they

have

to

leave

home

http://www.qm.qld.gov.au/education/resources/jou/index.asp
What would you pack in one bag in case you had to flee an invasion?
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Using Sources 2, 3 and 5 ask the students to make a list of the way the war had changed
children’s lives in Walberswick.
Teachers can choose to complete this learning activity at this point as part of their
World War 2 The Homefront study or they might like to complete the unit with a final
challenging task.

6. Sharing the Secret! Making history public!
This is the core task of this learning activity. It asks the students to bring together all
they have discovered and apply their learning to designing interpretation materials
based on the new knowledge they have acquired.
TASK
Suffolk Coastal District Council has asked for ideas for interpreting the World War Two
remains for visitors who come there. We have been asked to design
1. Interpretation panels or signs containing pictures and text that can be put up to
tell the story of Walberswick’s coastal defences.
o All the panels must have a common style and design and be suitable for
outdoors so we need to look at some examples to get ideas.
o We will need to decide how many panels are needed and where we will
put them. We will also need to choose some photographs or drawings
and some stories about Walberswick’s war from people who were here
would also make them more interesting.
Your local museum or heritage officer with the local council might be a
good place to start to find out about interpretation signs or panels.
AND
2. A guided trail or leaflet that visitors could buy or download to use on a walk to
understand the World War 2 landscape and remains. You would need to draw a
map of the walk to guide visitors.
For an example of a local Walberswick Dunwich walk go to
http://www.suffolkcoastandheaths.org. and click on Discover the Area
where you will find an interactive map and walks.
OR
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3. An audio-trail that visitors can download and listen to on their ipods or MP3
players or mobile phones – we could include sound effects and eye-witness accounts to make it more exciting!
An example of an audio about Walberswick in general can be found at
http://www.pocketsouthwold.co.uk/mobileindex.html

Go to What to See and scroll down to Walberswick or you can find it on
the

web

at

http://www.pocketsouthwold.co.uk/pswfiles/audio/Walberswick.mp3

Another local Suffolk company produces audio guides and has one on
CD about Southwold that includes some memories about Walberswick –
you can listen to some of their guided tour of Framlingham on their website http://www.soundingboardproductions.co.uk/audio.html
It is recommended that students work in groups, each group choosing to develop a
panel and walking tour or audio guide for each of the 4 areas covered by the 4 animations on the site:
1. Sallow Wood Covert – Field Gun Battery
2. Hoist Covert – Battery Observation Post, Pillboxes and trenches
3. River Blyth and Southwold Battery - Emergency Coastal Battery
4. Walberswick village and beach
They should look at examples of interpretation panels and audio and walking guides.
There are many examples on the internet and local museums and heritage officers in
your local council may be able to help.
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Postscript:

!
http://www.edp24.co.uk/content/edp24/news/ [Walberswick mine]
Write a letter to the Editor of the East Anglian Daily Times explaining how that mine
came to be on Walberswick Beach and letting readers know how they can find out
more.
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Student Activity!

!
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!

!
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!

!

!

!

!

Unit 2

BLOCKS ON THE BEACH

!
In the summer Milly and her family went to Walberswick on the Suffolk coast for a day
at the beach. They turned off from the A12, drove through the countryside and then
along The Street (Milly thought that was a funny name for the main street!) through the
village, past St Andrew’s Church on the left to the fork with Lodge Rd, and on by the
Anchor Inn. Just before the tearooms and the village green at the junction with Ferry
Rd, they turned right onto a gravel track which went across a narrow bridge and into
the beach carpark. You can see how they got there by looking at Google Maps!
http://maps.google.com/
A man came out of a small hut to take money for the parking and directed them to the
end of the carpark near the black beach huts. Although it had rained earlier, it was sunny
and warm and they were all very excited about a day at the beach! Milly’s father parked
the car next to some giant concrete blocks lined up around the car park. Each block was
spotted with yellow-orange lichen and several had their corners broken off and lots of
cracks on their surfaces.
“Are they to stop cars going onto the beach?” Milly asked.
“Maybe now they are”, answered her father, “but I think they were something to do
with the war.”
“The war? Which war?” Milly asked, puzzled. Surely a village like Walberswick was too
small and unimportant to be affected by a war.
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“Oh Milly, always asking questions! The First or the Second World War, I’m not sure
which,” said her father.
“I’m surprised they haven’t been moved,” said her mother. “After all, they are not exactly beautiful – in fact the beach would look a lot better without them.”
“I suppose the blocks are useful for keeping cars off but they are ugly!” her father
agreed.
As they walked over the pebbles and found a place to put their towels and bags, Milly
looked out over the sea, often grey or brown but very blue today. She thought about
what it would mean to have a war being fought here. She couldn’t imagine why anyone would fight over such a small out-of-the way place – wars were fought overseas
and in cities weren’t they? She wanted to know more!
Milly looked around for some information but couldn’t see any. Later when they went
to the tearooms for ice creams, she asked the lady who served them about the blocks
and she said that they were from the Second World War to stop the tanks and that
there were other remains of the war scattered about the village and the coast. Milly
was surprised. Were there tanks in Walberswick? She thought the war had happened
in Europe! She had learnt at school that London and other cities had been bombed
and she’d heard about Dunkirk and D-Day but none of that had anything to do with
Walberswick! Did it?
Milly decided to take a photo of the blocks so she could show someone who might
know more about why the blocks were on the beach and what happened in Walberswick during the Second World War.

!
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After a short swim in the sea (it was quite cold!) she asked her father if he would walk
with her to look for the other remains. Some were very hard to find!

!

This building was hidden under brambles and this was the best photograph Milly
could get. But another one up high next to the footpath was easy to see:

!
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In fact Milly and her father were able to go right inside! There were some steps down
and a doorway.

!
Inside was quite exciting! Her father lifted her up so she could see out.

!
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When she got home Milly decided to see what else she could find out. She made a list
of questions:
• Who put the blocks on Walberswick beach and why?
• Why were the other structures built and who used them?
• How did the war come to Walberswick?
• What was it like to be living here then? Were people afraid?

¬ What other questions could Milly have included on her list? What else would
you like to find out?
•
¬ How do you think Milly could find out about the war in Walberswick?
What places could help her find answers to her questions?
¬ Who could she ask? Could she ask someone in her family? Who would have
been alive then?
World War 2 started in September 1939 and ended in 1945. Milly thought about how
long ago that was.
¬ How long ago was it?
She was 10 now. Someone who was her age in 1939 would have been born in 1929.
¬ So how old would they be now?
Her father was 28 when she was born in 1999. So her father was born in 1971, her
grandfather in 1946 and her great-grandfather in 1919. That makes 4 generations! If he
was still alive, her great-grandfather might have been able to answer some of her
questions but he had died a few years ago. And her grandfather hadn’t been born until
the war was over. Her mother’s family did not come to Britain until a long time after the
war so they couldn’t help.
¬ See if you can find out whether someone in your family might be able to remember what it was like to be in Britain during the war.
¬ Where should she look next?
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Don’t mention the war?
Milly looked at the google map again and there was a link called Visit Walberswick so
she

clicked

on

it

http://www.suffolkcoastal.gov.uk/tourism?gclid=CLKTxqaTl50CFaAA4wodbHmy1w
There were guides to Felixstowe and Aldeburgh, Woodbridge and Framlingham but
there was no guide to Walberswick. Instead she found a website about Walberswick
http://www.walberswick.ws/ but there was no mention about a war or remains. She
did find out from the map that there used to be a railway to Walberswick and a station
but it stopped running in 1929. She got excited when she saw that there were some
photos and postcards on the site but nowhere was there any pictures of the blocks on
the beach or any other remains and no mention of the war! This was very curious, Milly
thought. Had there been a war in Walberswick?
¬ What other internet search terms should Milly use to narrow her search?
When Milly added WW2 to her Walberswick search term she finally found what she
was looking for - a new website!

!
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Go to http://www.walberswickww2.co.uk
Explore the website. Use the Menu on the left side of the Homepage to guide you or
use Milly’s Guide below

Milly’s Guide to http://www.walberswickww2.co.uk
“There’s a lot of information on the site which is quite hard to understand – probably
because the site is aimed at university students and adults. So here’s my tips for exploring the site!
The best bits are the animations and the maps, especially the interactive map in
‘Documents and Maps’ in the Menu. If you click on Interactive Map you will see what I
mean – click on the red dots to discover more! This section also has some original
documents from the archives on it – it is amazing to see the actual pages of the War
Diary that were typed on an old typewriter! And what is even better, if you click on the
actual page, a transcript or printed version that is easy to read comes up.
But the really best bit is the animations – click on ‘Animations’ in the Menu and you
will see a coloured ‘birds-eye’ view of Walberswick with four circles on it – each of
these starts an animated video of how this area looked in 1940-41!! You can choose
high or low speed and sit back and watch! But don’t miss the bits of information and
some real historic photographs which pop up on the two lower white boxes.
What I really liked about the animations is that I could see things I can’t see now like in
the Emergency Coastal Defence Battery video - the huge searchlight so the gunners
could see their targets and the virtual Lewis Gun used to shoot at aircraft and the real
photograph of one, with the round ammunition magazines on the ground. And there
were huge 6 inch guns in Aldeburgh too – you can even see one being fired in the
photograph. And the shells were all stored underground in magazines – I wonder if
those buried rooms are still there somewhere under the beach? And then we move on
to the Observation Post up high - look at all the equipment the observers used to keep
watch! Notice what’s pinned up on the walls. No wonder the Germans didn’t come
ashore here!
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Look at the other animations – I don’t want to give too much away so I’ll leave it to you
to list all the things YOU notice as you watch (and you can stop the video and restart it
using the buttons below the video window).
Don’t forget to look at the ‘Learning Zone’ in the Menu and see the black and white
photographs in ‘Coastal Crust’ and ‘Walberswick’ and now I know about the Coastal
Crust, Stop Lines and Vulnerable Points and why Walberswick was an important part
of all of these!
And if you want to learn more about what you can see in the animations then there is a
whole section on ‘The Defence of Walberswick, 1940’ and finally I found out all about
the blocks on the beach!”
Milly thought about her earlier list of questions:
• Who put the blocks on Walberswick beach and why?
• Why were the other structures built and who used them?
• How did the war come to Walberswick?
• What was it like to be living here then? Were people afraid?
The website could answer the first three but what about the fourth question? Milly
wondered about the people who lived in Walberswick during the war. What was it
like for them and the children – could they still swim and play on the beach?
¬ What about your questions?
How could we find out what it was like to be living in Walberswick during the war?
These memories of three schoolgirls, Jill, ‘Tommy’ (Christine) and Beryl, all pupils at
Walberswick Primary School when the war broke out, have been abridged from:
Further Suffolk Memories – More Stories of Walberswick and Blythburgh people
during World War II compiled by Arthur Sharman and Patricia Wythe,The Yard Press,
Sudbury, Suffolk 2001

¬ Read Jill’s, Tommy’s and Beryl’s stories [See Source 5]
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Did people really think they were going to be invaded?
Tommy said,
“We were expecting an invasion: the Germans were at the ready the other side
of the water. I sometimes watched from the top windows of our house out to
sea, half expecting to see them coming. We kept a bag packed ready … “
Milly thought about how the war had affected the children in Walberswick. What would
it be like to look out to sea and wonder if invaders were coming? What would she have
packed in her bag?
¬ Think about that packed bag. When people have to flee their homes they often
can only take what they can carry. Look at the Suitcase Activity from the
Queensland Museum in Australia to find out what sort of choices people have
to make about their possessions if they have to leave home in a hurry:
http://www.qm.qld.gov.au/education/resources/jou/index.asp
¬ What would you pack in one bag in case you had to flee an invasion?
¬ Using Sources 5, 1 and 2 make a list of the way the war had changed children’s
lives in Walberswick:

Sharing the Secret! Making history public!
Now Milly knows about the war in Walberswick she wants other people to know. The
Walberswick Coastal Defences WW2 website is a great start but what about the people, especially families, who visit Walberswick?

TASK
Suffolk Coastal District Council has asked for ideas for interpreting the World War Two
remains for visitors who come there. We have been asked to design
1. Interpretation panels or signs containing pictures and text that can be put up to
tell the story of Walberswick’s coastal defences.
o All the panels must have a common style and design and be suitable for
outdoors so we need to look at some examples to get ideas.
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o We will need to decide how many panels are needed and where we will
put them. We will also need to choose some photographs or drawings
and some stories about Walberswick’s war from people who were here
would also make them more interesting.
Your local museum or heritage officer with the local council might be a
good place to start to find out about interpretation signs or panels.
AND
2. A guided trail or leaflet that visitors could buy or download to use on a walk to
understand the World War 2 landscape and remains. You would need to draw a
map of the walk to guide visitors.
For an example of a local Walberswick Dunwich walk go to
http://www.suffolkcoastandheaths.org. and click on Discover the Area
where you will find an interactive map and walks.
OR
3. An audio-trail that visitors can download and listen to on their iPods or MP3
players or mobile phones – we could include sound effects and eye-witness accounts to make it more exciting!
An example of an audio about Walberswick in general can be found at
http://www.pocketsouthwold.co.uk/mobileindex.html

Go to What to See and scroll down to Walberswick or you can find it on
the

web

at

http://www.pocketsouthwold.co.uk/pswfiles/audio/Walberswick.mp3

Another local Suffolk company produces audio guides and has one on
CD about Southwold that includes some memories about Walberswick –
you can listen to some of their guided tour of Framlingham on their website http://www.soundingboardproductions.co.uk/audio.html
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Postscript:

!
http://www.edp24.co.uk/content/edp24/news/ [Walberswick mine]
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Unit 3

THE AMAZING STORY OF WALBERSWICK AT WAR
Recreating the past through the literary text The Amazing Story of Adolphus Tips
by Michael Morpurgo and the virtual, Walberswick – Coastal Defences of World
War 2.

INTRODUCTION
Many teachers use Michael Morpurgo’s The Amazing Story of Adolphus Tips as a
stimulus for history and literacy teaching. This story of a Devon village and its inhabitants who were evacuated in 1943 as part of the preparations for D-Day in 1944 is told
by two narrators – Lily’s letter and edited childhood diary of her wartime adventures
and her grandson Michael (known as Boowie) who learns about his grandmother’s
past many years later when she sends him the diary to read.
Morpurgo’s novel depicts the imagined world of the Devon coast 1943–44 during the
preparations for D-Day, and how the events of the Second World War impact on the
lives of the villagers of Slapton in general, and Lily’s family in particular. Morpurgo has
used local and personal perspectives and experiences to explore national and international events and their impact on peoples’ lives. This creates powerful opportunities
for children and young people to connect with and perhaps understand the dilemmas,
attitudes and choices made by people in the past.
The creators of Walberswick – Coastal Defences of World War 2 have taken what
remains - archaeological and documentary - of a specific period in the village’s past
and created an imagined virtual world. Morpurgo has created his world with language
and story, the website designers with technology based on archaeological and documentary remains. Comparison of the literary with the virtual provides interesting opportunities for exploring interpretations and recreations of the past.
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TEACHING ACTIVITIES
This teaching and learning resource brings the literary world to the virtual one. It assumes that the students have read or are reading The Amazing Story of Adolphus
Tips by Michael Morpurgo [Harper Collins 2005]
The Teaching Activities are intended as ideas for teachers to adapt, modify and extend
for their students. They are cross-curricular in nature, utilising aspects of the National
Curriculum in History, English, the Literacy Framework and ICT applications in Literacy. Teachers may choose to follow through all the activities, or pick and choose those
which are most suitable for their needs.

1. CREATING A PAST IN LITERATURE
This focuses on the narrative structure of the novel and Morpurgo’s re-creation of the
past world of the Devon coast in 1943-44. Students can also use multimedia storyboard software to create an animated visualisation of their interpretation of Morpurgo’s
created landscape using multimedia presentation software such as Kar2ouche or
Powerpoint which will give them some idea of the difficulties of creating a virtual
world.

2. CREATING A VIRTUAL WORLD
Moving from the literary to the virtual world, this section looks at the background to
the creation of virtual Walberswick in 1940. Like Michael Morpurgo creating 1943-44,
the historians at University of East Anglia wanted to recreate the world of Walberswick
in Suffolk in 1940. They had studied the physical remains – pillboxes, observation
posts, anti-tank blocks and trenches – that are still visible in Walberswick and they
needed to find a way to use those remains to tell the story of what happened here in
1940 when people believed and feared an invasion was about to happen. The site was
to be based on all known sources and to be as accurate as possible. Students explore
the site and decide how successful the historians and ICT department at University of
East

Anglia

have

been

in

recreating

http://www.walberswickww2.co.uk/animations/
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3. WHAT ABOUT THE CHARACTERS?
Returning to the novel, students explore the responses of Morpurgo’s characters to
what was happening around them. This section compares the writer’s ability to create
and develop character through language with the ‘visual’ one-dimensional limits of
people in a virtual world.
A sub-section STRANGERS AMONGST US? further develops the links between
Morpurgo’s novel and the world of 1940s Walberswick, exploring the responses to the
strangers who came to both areas as a result of the war. Here students can work with
non-fiction accounts from oral history and archive sources

4. INFORMING AND INSTRUCTING THE PEOPLE
These activities respond to specific areas of the Literacy Framework for Year 5 NonFiction Unit 1 Instructions and Unit 3 Persuasive Writing. Using the real Circular sent to
parents of children at Walberswick School on 14 September 1939 following the outbreak of war informing and instructing them about arrangements for their children’s
schooling, students design and create posters directed at the children to inform and
instruct them about new rules for carrying and using gas masks and air raid procedures. Students are encouraged to use web-based research to inform their work eg
There are some films and leaflets from World War 2 on The Learning Curve website
http://www.nationalarchives.gov.uk/education/lessons/lesson09.htm and
http://www.nationalarchives.gov.uk/education/focuson/film/film-archive/ - select World
War 2 and the clip “If War Should Come”.
If your school has the Home Front Heroes Pack then there are also leaflets in the pack.

5. PERSUADING THE PEOPLE
As with No. 4 above, this activity responds to specific areas of the Literacy Framework
for Year 5 Non-Fiction Unit 3 Persuasive Writing and Trabnsition Unit Persuasion.
Based on the public meeting and attempts to persuade Grandfather to leave his farm
in the novel, students bring this to the events in Walberswick in 1939-1940 when the
villagers’ lives and freedoms were dramatically changed by the outbreak of war. Using
their knowledge of persuasive writing and speaking, and the sources on the website,
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students consider how war has changed the lives of Walberswick’s inhabitants and
develop posters, leaflets and speeches for a public meeting to persuade the inhabitants to accept the restrictions and co-operate with the authorities.

6. FROM THE VIRTUAL TO THE LITERARY WORLD
This section brings the literary and virtual worlds together in a task which brings the
narrative structure of The Amazing Story of Adolphus Tips to the virtual world of the
Walberswick animations. Using the website and novel as inspiration, students create a
story map of a secret visit into the military zone of Walberswick in 1940. They then
write the diary account of their mission or journey and can also use the sources on the
site for more ideas and inspiration. Finally they can record their story as a voiceover
for one or more of the animations, including sound effects and music if desired, with
them choosing to record it in the present tense or in the past as a memory. Exploring
the different effects of a voice over in the present tense and in the past on a viewer’s
experience, concludes the unit.
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Student Activity!
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Unit 3

THE AMAZING STORY OF WALBERSWICK AT WAR
Recreating the past through the literary text The Amazing Story of Adolphus Tips
by Michael Morpurgo and the virtual, Walberswick – Coastal Defences of World
War 2.

TEACHING ACTIVITIES
1. CREATING A PAST IN LITERATURE
Introduction:
• Think of stories you have read that are set in the past. Brainstorm/discussion
• What clues do the writers give that the story is not about the present? Look at
the opening paragraphs of The Amazing Story of Adolphus Tips. Morpurgo starts in the present, jumps back 10 years when Michael first read the
letter when he was 12, creates a mystery, uses parts of a diary that has survived written by someone else who was there, introduces a complication in
the form of a disappearing cat, and finally brings us back through the letter
to the 10 years before the present and solves the mystery.
• Create two time diagrams of the novel’s structure:
1. Chronological – this would start with 10th September 1943 and end with
the present
2. As the novel is written – this would start with the present then end with 10
years before the present
• Discuss why the writer structured the story the way he did. How does the
structure help us to enter and believe in Lily’s world of 1943-44?
• Think – how do writers find out what a place or time was like? What sources
might they use?
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How does Michael Morpurgo create the world of Slapton and Devon in 1943-44?
• Describe this world as you imagine it – words, pictures, sounds, sights, images,
etc.
• Create a collage or draw a sketch map of how you imagine the local area and include some pictures of the outside and inside of the farmhouse.
• OR use multimedia storyboard software to create an animated visualisation of
your interpretation of Morpurgo’s created landscape using multimedia presentation software such as Kar2ouche or Powerpoint
• Why have you imagined it like this? How is it different to our world now? How
might it be similar? Look at Slapton Sands on Google Earth – is this how you
imagined it?
As we read the story we learn a lot about what was happening in that part of England
in 1943-44 – the planning and training for the invasion of France, the American involvement, and the actual D-Day landings. The novel also includes maps and plans
and a Postscript which gives a summary of the history behind the novel.
• Read the Postscript – how accurately does Morpurgo’s fictional story reflect the
factual events of 1943-44?
• What sources might Morpurgo have used to find out what it was like to live there
in 1943-44?
• This is a novel, a work of fiction. Does it matter if Morpurgo’s details are not accurate?

2. CREATING A VIRTUAL WORLD
Now think of virtual worlds in computer games. Who plays them? Discuss - when are
the games set? How do you know? Does it matter if they are not accurate?
Like Michael Morpurgo creating 1943-44, the historians at University of East Anglia
wanted to recreate the world of Walberswick in Suffolk about 1940. They had studied
the physical remains of the coastal defences – pillboxes, observation posts, anti-tank
blocks and trenches – that are still visible in Walberswick and they needed to find a
way to use those remains to tell the story of what happened here in 1940 when people
believed and feared an invasion was about to happen.
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These are the sources they used to find out what Walberswick looked like in 1940:
• Aerial photographs taken by the RAF and the Luftwaffe
• Maps and plans
• Archaeology
• Oral history
• Photographs – but so far there doesn’t seem to be any official war time photographs specifically of the defences at Walberswick
• Official documents from the War Office in The National Archives
• Local history collections
Their task was to create a virtual Walberswick in 1940 when fear of invasion was at its
strongest and the coastal defence systems were being put in place to try to protect
Britain from the sort of Blitzkrieg invasion that happened in Poland, Holland, Belgium
and France in May 1940. The site was to be based on all known sources and to be as
accurate as possible.
Explore the site http://www.walberswickww2.co.uk/animations/
What do you see? Do you feel like you are there?
How successful do you think UEA have been in creating this virtual world?

3. WHAT ABOUT THE CHARACTERS?
Now think back to Michael Morpurgo’s novel and Adolphus Tips at Slapton. In Morpurgo’s novel we learn a lot about how people at the time felt about what was happening to them. Different family members have different points of view about what was
happening to them.
In groups or pairs, write a clear statement of each of the following character’s point of
view about the war and what is happening to them:
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1. Grandfather
2. Lily’s mother
3. Lily
4. Barry
How can you account for the differences in their points of view? Think about what is
important to each of these characters and how the war has affected this. Do their
points of view change during the novel? If so, what brings these changes about?
One advantage the novelist has is that he can use language to create characters; people we can become involved with and care about. In a virtual world, it is often difficult
to ‘put the people in’. The virtual figures are usually ‘one dimensional’ and we know
little about them other than what we can see. In computer games they are either heroes or villains, figures which attack or which we try to destroy.
Look at the virtual site again and this time concentrate on the people – write down all
the words you think of as you watch them going about their duties.
What questions would you like to ask them?
How are they different from the characters in the novel? What would you add to the
animations to make the figures more alive?

STRANGERS AMONGST US?
In 1939-40 Walberswick, like Slapton, was a village full of people with a school, a
church, chapel, shops and garage. Fishing and farming were the main industries. Then
in the autumn of 1939 not only were women and children evacuated there from London but nearly 1000 soldiers came to stay in the area in and around Walberswick.
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What did the people in the village think about that? Read the stories from Jill, Tommy
and Beryl and the School Log Book and Minute Book and decide whether the Walberswick villagers saw the arrival of the soldiers and evacuees as positive or negative.
One of the affects of the war in the novel was to create suspicion of strangers or anyone who appeared to be foreign or different. Lily’s new teacher Mrs Blumfeld
“can’t even say her words properly. She says zink instead of think and de instead of the. She can’t even speak English properly … I hate her accent; she
could be German. Maybe she’s a spy! She looks like a spy. I hate her … “ (pp2324)
Lily also comments on the evacuees from London, ‘townies’:
“they’re always fighting too … they talk funny. I can’t understand half of what
they say. And they stick together too much. They look at us sometimes like
we’ve got measles or mumps or something, like they think we’re all stupid
country bumpkins …” (p24)
Was this also the case in Walberswick?

4. INFORMING AND INSTRUCTING THE PEOPLE
On 14 September 1939 the parents of students at Walberswick School received this
circular informing and instructing them about arrangements for their children’s
schooling now war has broken out:
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WALBERSWICK SCHOOL
Arrangements for the continuance of education.
(A) A copy of this circular will be given to every parent of children attending Walberswick
School and the acceptance of it will imply that the parent has made himself or herself acquainted with the contents.
(B) The School will re-open on Monday, September 18th, at 9 a.m.
No child is to arrive before 8.45 a.m.
No child will be admitted without a gas mask.
(C) The children who should attend are –
1. The Walberswick children who would normally attend school. I.e., up to 11
years of age, and
2. All evacuated children up to the age of 14 years.
(D) The children will be mixed and the school will be organised as one school with Mrs.
Piper in full control. The temporary teacher, irrespective of her status, will be under
Mrs. Piper’s authority.

(E) AIR RAID WARNINGS.
1. If on the way to school: - The children should either run home or to

school. The place chosen should be the one that is the nearer at the time of
the warning. Or, the child can run into any house near at hand and ask for
protection.
2. If during school hours: - The head teacher will remain in full control
within the school premises. Parents are asked to inform the head teacher
whether they wish their children to be sent home or to be retained at the
school under the teacher’s control. Mrs. Piper will use her discretion as to
what should be done, but normally, she will take the children into the lane
and line them up in single file with two yards between each child. Arrangements have been made for Mrs. Piper to receive notice of every air raid
warning. If the raid is not likely to be in the vicinity, school will carry on as
usual. Action will only be taken if the air raid is likely to be local. This will avid
unduly alarming the children. As it may dark before the “All Clear” is given,
parents are asked to arrange for their children to be fetched when the raid is
over. Otherwise the children will be sent home and it must be clearly understood that no responsibility will the rest on the teacher.
(F) It must be clearly understood that no responsibility rests on the teacher for any accident to any child who leaves the school premises without permission.

(G) Evacuated children and parents. No parent will be allowed to take a child

away from school during school hours unless the parent can first of all satisfy the
teacher as to his or her bona-fides.

(H) Children cannot be received from another village except through arrangements
made with the Billeting Officer.
N.B. – Mrs. Piper has full control at all times within the boundaries of the school premises. She has full control over children during an air raid in cases where the parent has
elected to leave the child in her care.
(Signed) A.D. THOMPSON,
Chairman and Correspondent.
Sept. 14th, 1939.
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This circular was written for the parents. Your task is to design and create posters
suitable for the classroom at Walberswick which will instruct the children on the new
rules about carrying and wearing gas masks and what to do in the case of an air raid.
• The poster must be designed and written as suitable for children to understand.
You will need to use pictures and drawings as well as words.
• It must be written in present tense.
• It must include answers to What? Why? When? and Who?
• It must include the use of commands.
• The instructions must be in clear sentences.
• The instructions must be in an order that makes sense to the reader.
You might want to research instructions about air raids and gas masks from the internet and your library. There are some films and leaflets from World War 2 on The
Learning

Curve

website

http://www.nationalarchives.gov.uk/education/lessons/lesson09.htm and
http://www.nationalarchives.gov.uk/education/focuson/film/film-archive/ - select World
War 2 and the clip “If War Should Come”.
If your school has the Home Front Heroes Pack from Suffolk Record Office then there
are also leaflets in the pack.

5. PERSUADING THE PEOPLE
The people of Slapton and nearby villages were ordered to evacuate their homes in
late 1943 in order for the troops to practice for the invasion of France on the beach at
Slapton Sands and the whole area behind it. The troops would be using live ammunition and the whole area was to be fenced off and out of bounds. Lily describes the
public meeting in the church on pp52-56. How does the ‘bigwig’ try to persuade the
people that it is necessary for them to move? Find examples of his use of persuasive
language.
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Lily’s mother tries to persuade her father to move on p74. What persuasive methods
does she use?
Mrs Blumfeld also uses persuasive language on pp76-77 to try to persuade Grandfather to leave his farm. Why is her use of persuasive language more effective than the
‘bigwig’s’ during the public meeting? What makes the difference?
In Walberswick people did not have to move out of their homes although many
wealthier people did leave their homes for somewhere safer. But the coming of the
troops and the building of the coastal defences did affect the lives of the Walberswick
inhabitants.
Look at the stories of Jill, Tommy and Beryl and the School Log Book and Manager’s
Minute Book again and write down all the ways the lives of the villagers changed from
1939 – 1940. Look at the Walberswick site and the interactive map for more details
about the changes.
WHAT WILL CHANGE IN WALBERSWICK 1939-1940

HOW MIGHT THIS AFFECT PEOPLE?
HOW MIGHT THE VILLAGERS REACT TO THIS?
There is going to be a public meeting in St Andrew’s Church in Walberswick to tell the
villagers what will be happening and how their lives will be affected by the war. The
purpose of the meeting is to persuade the villagers to co-operate with the military
authorities.
Prepare one of the following to be used for or at the meeting:
• A persuasive poster announcing the public meeting and persuading people to
attend - the poster must persuade readers
o That the meeting is very important
o That at least one adult from each household must attend
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and provide meeting details – place, time, date etc
• A speech outlining the changes and persuading people to co-operate – the
speech must be
o Informative – tell them what is happening and why (remember also that
war matters were Top Secret!)
o Authoritative – you are in charge!
o Persuasive – you want people to do what you say and not argue
and allow for questions although you might not be able to answer them!
• A leaflet to be handed out at the meeting outlining one or more of the changes –
the leaflet must
o be informative and easy to read
o use headings and subheadings
o use diagrams and pictures
o persuade people to co-operate

6. FROM THE VIRTUAL TO THE LITERARY WORLD
Reread pp122-125 of The Amazing Story of Adolphus Tips. Your task is to use the
virtual site and other information including the maps to write a diary entry or series of
diary entries about your secret visits in Walberswick in 1940.
This can be done in pairs or small groups. Use the map of the area to help you.
http://www.walberswickww2.co.uk/assets/Uploads/Walberswick_Map/interactive_ma
p.html

Create a story map:
1. The reason why you decide to explore the military area of Walberswick in
1940. Michael Morpurgo used a missing cat. Curiosity? A dare? Something you left behind before the area was closed off? Something missing? A mystery? A lost pet? Following someone or something? Looking
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for spies? Looking for a particular soldier? Something you saw in the
sea? Searching for something or someone you saw that falling from a
plane? etc
2. The time and season for your journey.
3. Are you going alone or with someone else?
4. What will you take with you? Remember it is 1940!
5. What are you wearing? Remember it is 1940!
6. Decide where you will enter the area and how.
Now describe your journey as you move through 1940’s Walberswick.
• What do you find?
• Are you found?
• What surprises are there?
• Discovery?
• Remember the senses:
• What do you see?
• What do you feel or touch?
• What do you hear? What do you taste?
• What do you smell?
• Feelings? Excitement? Anxiety? Fear? Surprise? Fright? Terror? Being tense?
Scared?
You might like to use some of the Sources in the teaching pack to add more details to
your diary. When you are satisfied with your story, record your journey as a ‘voice over’
for one or more sections of the virtual animations. You can use music and sound effects as well here. Remember you can use the buttons to pause and backtrack if you
want to spend more time in any one place.
Extension – you might like to record your voice over in the present tense (as if it is
happening as you speak) and then again in the past as if you are remembering what
you did or relating it much later to someone else. What difference to the audience’s
experiences of the story does the change in tense make? Which is more exciting,
more immediate? Which allows you more chances for explanation or description or
understanding? Which do the listeners prefer?
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End of Teachers’ Pack
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